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NOTICE OF FUNDING OPPORTUNITY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Federal Agency Name(s): National Ocean Service (NOS), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), Department of Commerce
Funding Opportunity Title: CZM Projects of Special Merit Competition - FY2020
Announcement Type: Initial
Funding Opportunity Number: NOAA-NOS-OCM-2020-2006225
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) Number: 11.419, Coastal Zone Management
Administration Awards
Dates: Full proposals must be received and validated by Grants.gov on or before 11:59 p.m.
U.S. Eastern Time on January 15, 2020. At least one informational teleconference with the
NOAA program officers will occur on dates to be determined, in December 2019 or early
January 2020. Teleconference information will be sent out via the CZM Program Managers’ listserve, or you may contact Elizabeth.Mountz@noaa.gov to obtain call-in information. Whenever
possible, individuals from the same institution should try to join the teleconference from the
same phone line.
Funding Opportunity Description: The purpose of this document is to advise eligible applicants
that NOAA is soliciting proposals for competitive funding under the Coastal Zone Management
Act (CZMA)’s Enhancement Program Projects of Special Merit, authorized under Section 309 of
the CZMA (16 U.S.C. §1456b). The objective of Section 309 assistance is to encourage each
State or Territory with a federally-approved coastal management program (CMP) to continually
improve its program in specified areas of national importance. The intent of Projects of Special
Merit (PSM) funding is to offer CMPs the opportunity to develop innovative projects that further
their approved enhancement area strategies and focus on the following national enhancement
area priorities: Hazards, Ocean and Great Lakes Resources (with a focus on comprehensive
planning), and Public Access (with a focus on underserved communities). Any CMP that has
been approved by NOAA pursuant to the Coastal Zone Management Act (16 U.S.C. §1455) and
has an approved 2016-2020 Section 309 Assessment and Strategy that contains at least one
strategy addressing one or more of the priority enhancement areas is eligible to apply for this
competition. Coastal Zone Management Program Regulations at 15 C.F.R. Part 923 apply to this
Announcement, and program policies and procedures are further implemented through the
provisions in this announcement.
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FULL ANNOUNCEMENT TEXT

I. Funding Opportunity Description
A. Program Objective
The objective of Section 309 is to encourage States or Territories with federallyapproved coastal management programs (CMPs) to continually improve their programs. The
intent of Projects of Special Merit (PSM) funding is to offer CMPs the opportunity to
develop innovative projects that further their approved enhancement area strategies and
focus on national priorities. The Secretary of Commerce is authorized to make grants to a
CMP for the development and submission of Federally approved program changes that
support attainment of one or more enhancement area objectives established at 15 C.F.R. §
923.122.
PSM funds will be awarded on a competitive basis to CMPs. Proposed projects shall further
the objectives of an approved enhancement area strategy but shall not be essential to meeting
specific benchmarks in the strategy. PSM projects shall not be dependent on long-term levels
of funding to succeed. Coastal Zone Management Program Regulations at 15 C.F.R. Part
923 apply to this Announcement, and program policies and procedures are further
implemented through the provisions in this announcement.
B. Program Priorities
Proposals must focus on one or more of the following priority enhancement area
objectives:
- Hazards: Preventing or significantly reducing threats to life and property by eliminating
development and redevelopment in high-hazard areas, managing development in other
hazard areas, and anticipating and managing the effects of potential sea-level rise and Great
Lakes level change. Projects may support state, local, or regional hazards initiatives that are
prioritized within a CMP’s 2016-2020 Section 309 Strategy.
- Ocean and Great Lakes Resources: Planning for the use of ocean and Great Lakes
resources. Ocean and Great Lakes Resources projects submitted to this competition should
be designed to advance comprehensive ocean and Great Lakes planning efforts (e.g.,
planning initiatives that address multiple ocean and Great Lakes resources and uses rather
than single-sector, single-species, or single-issue plans). Projects may support sub-regional,
state or regional planning initiatives that are prioritized within a CMP’s 2016-2020 Section
309 Strategy.
- Public Access: Planning to improve public access to the coasts. Projects may support state,
local, or regional public access initiatives that are prioritized within a CMP’s 2016-2020
Section 309 Strategy. In alignment with the 2018-2023 National CZM Strategic Plan,
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priority will be given to projects that broaden and enhance safe access for all, including
underserved communities, people with disabilities, and non-English speakers.
NOAA is interested in encouraging a wide cohort of program participation in this funding
competition. Therefore, as part of this competition, NOAA will prioritize providing funding
for at least one CMP that has not yet been awarded funding during this current 2016-2020
Section 309 Assessment and Strategy cycle. This program priority is dependent upon
funding availability, as well as the availability of acceptable projects from applicants that
have not yet received funding during this 309 cycle (i.e., NOAA will not fund projects that
that receive low merit review scores or are otherwise not eligible for funding.) CMPs that
have been successful in receiving PSM funding during this Section 309 Assessment and
Strategy cycle are still encouraged to apply.
Funds may be used for any of the following allowable uses which support the attainment of a
program change:
- Project personnel costs;
- Supplies and overhead;
- Travel;
- Equipment (pursuant to relevant OMB guidance);
- Projects, studies and reports; and
- Pass-through or contractual costs including contracts, sub-awards, personal service
contracts with individuals, memoranda of agreement/understanding, and other forms of passthrough funding for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of Section 309.
Funds may not be used for land acquisition or construction projects.
C. Program Authority
Statutory authority for this program is provided under Section 309 of the Coastal Zone
Management Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. § 1456b).
II. Award Information
A. Funding Availability
Total anticipated funding for PSM is approximately $1.5 million or 15% of Section 309
funds for FY 2020. Funding is subject to the availability of FY 2020 appropriations. The
allocation may vary depending on the total Section 309 funds available. It is estimated that
approximately 6-15 proposals ranging from $50,000 to $250,000 will be selected. The
maximum amount that may be requested for the federal share of a PSM is $250,000. Funds
not allocated for PSM awards will be returned to the weighted formula allocation under
Section 309.
The lead applicant on any proposal will be responsible for ensuring that allocated funds are
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used for the purposes of, and in a manner consistent with, this program, including any funds
awarded to an eligible sub-awardee.
There is no guarantee that funds will be available for this federal funding opportunity or that
any proposal will be selected for funding. If an applicant incurs any costs prior to receiving
an award agreement signed by an authorized NOAA official, the applicant does so at their
own risk of not being selected and these costs not being included in a subsequent award.
Direct proposal preparation costs shall not be included within the project application budget.
In addition, NOAA and DOC will not be responsible for project costs if this program fails to
receive funding. Recipients and sub-recipients are subject to all federal laws and agency
policies, regulations, and procedures applicable to federal financial assistance awards.
Applicants must comply with all existing NOAA grants or cooperative agreements terms and
conditions and otherwise eligible to receive federal awards in order to be considered for or
receive funding under this competition.
Proposals not funded in the current fiscal period, or if no proposal is selected for funding
under this announcement in the current fiscal period, may be considered for funding in
another fiscal period without NOAA repeating the competitive process outlined in this
announcement.
B. Project/Award Period
The standard financial assistance award period for FY 2020-funded projects is 18
months. NOAA may extend an award up to an additional 18 months, for a maximum
performance period of three years if circumstances warrant, such as unforeseen
circumstances that prevent the project from being completed within the original period of
performance. In order to qualify for an extension, award recipients must be in good standing
(i.e., up-to-date on all progress and financial reports), demonstrate progress during the initial
period of performance, and be able to demonstrate that additional time is likely to result in
successful completion of the project. It is anticipated that projects funded under this
announcement will have an award start date of October 1, 2020.
C. Type of Funding Instrument
Projects will be funded as cooperative agreements. A cooperative agreement is used
when substantial involvement of the federal government during performance of the proposed
activity is anticipated. The recipient can expect substantial collaboration, participation,
and/or intervention in the management of the project by NOAA. Some examples of
substantial involvement by NOAA include the ability to halt an activity immediately if
detailed performance specifications are not met; NOAA specifying direction or redirection
of scope of work due to the interrelationships with other projects; NOAA collaborating with
the recipient by working jointly with a recipient scientist or technician in carrying out the
scope of work, by training recipient personnel, or detailing federal personnel to work on the
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project; and by NOAA limiting recipient discretion with respect to scope of work,
organizational structure, staffing, mode of operations, and other management processes,
coupled with close monitoring or operational involvement during performance.
III. Eligibility Information
A. Eligible Applicants
Any coastal State or Territorial CMP that has been approved by NOAA pursuant to the
Coastal Zone Management Act (16 U.S.C. § 1455) is eligible under this announcement if the
requirements established at 15 C.F.R. § 923.121 are met. Specifically, applicants must have
an approved Assessment and Strategy for the 2016-2020 assessment period that includes at
least one strategy for one or more of the priority enhancement areas identified in Section I.B
of this Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO). In addition to strategies that were originally
approved as part of a State or Territory's Assessment and Strategy, approved strategies also
include strategies that were added or substantially modified and approved by NOAA's Office
for Coastal Management prior to the closing date of the competition. See 15 C.F.R. §
923.121 for all requirements.
The designated lead agency for implementing each approved CMP is eligible to submit
projects for funding under this competition. For the purposes of this competition, the San
Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission is an eligible applicant. Eligible
applicants may submit a proposal on behalf of State agency partners within the approved
State CMP network, if applicable. Local governments and nonprofits may participate as
partners on the proposed projects; however, projects should be focused upon enhancing the
approved State CMP. Each applicant may submit no more than two applications for
consideration under this competition.
NOAA employees are not permitted to assist in the preparation of applications or write
letters of support for any application. For proposals that involve collaboration with current
NOAA projects or staff, NOAA employees may provide a limited statement verifying the
nature and extent of the collaboration and confirming prior coordination activities. Letters of
support from NOAA employees are not allowable and will not be included among the
application materials considered by merit reviewers.
Federal agencies and employees are not allowed to receive funds under this announcement
but may serve as collaborative project partners. If federal agencies are collaborators,
applicants must provide detail on the expected level of federal engagement in the
application. Examples might include, but are not limited to: partnership services; serving in a
review capacity; or participating in priority task teams, working groups, or leadership teams.
DOC/NOAA supports cultural and gender diversity and encourages women and minority
individuals and groups to submit applications to this program. In addition, DOC/NOAA is
strongly committed to broadening the participation of historically black colleges and
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universities, Hispanic serving institutions, tribal colleges and universities, and institutions
that work in underserved areas. DOC/NOAA encourages applications involving any of the
above institutions participating as a project partner, to apply.
B. Cost Sharing or Matching Requirement
Pursuant to 15 C.F.R. § 923.124 (a) (1), there are no match requirements under this
competition.
C. Other Criteria that Affect Eligibility
As noted above, each applicant may submit no more than two applications for
consideration under this competition.
IV. Application and Submission Information
A. Address to Request Application Package
Application materials are available online at: http://www.grants.gov (Grants.gov). If this
is not feasible, application packages may be requested from the competition manager:
Elizabeth Mountz, Office for Coastal Management, NOAA National Ocean Service, 1305
East West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910, 240-533-0819, Elizabeth.Mountz@noaa.gov.
During the competition period, eligible applicants (the designated lead agency for
implementing each approved CMP) should submit any questions regarding the competition
via email to the competition manager listed above. Questions and answers will be compiled
on a bi-weekly basis, at a minimum, and sent out to the CMP program managers' email list in
order for all potential applicants to have access to the same level of information. All
competition policy-related questions should be submitted to NOAA no later than two weeks
prior to the application deadline in order to allow NOAA to respond in a timely manner for
the information to be useful for all potential applicants developing proposals. NOAA will not
answer any competition policy-related questions submitted in the two weeks prior to the
application deadline. Competition policy-related questions include inquiries on project
eligibility, eligible costs, and project narrative requirements. However, during this period,
NOAA will continue to assist applicants with questions regarding the application submittal
process, such as resolving issues related to Grants.gov.
B. Content and Form of Application
A complete NOAA financial assistance application package should be submitted in
accordance with the guidelines in this document. All application materials should use a
legible 11- or 12-point font with 1-inch margins on all sides. Electronic applications must be
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submitted as Adobe Acrobat (.PDF) or Microsoft Word files.
The complete application package should include the following forms and documents and
should be grouped in two separate files.
A project description (proposal), as described in the application component section
below, should be limited to no more than a total of 10 pages. The 10-page limit does not
include the proposal title page, a table of contents if one is included, or any appendices. The
budget narrative and justification should be included in the appendix, and therefore will not
count towards the 10-page limit for the project description.
Project descriptions that exceed the 10-page limit will be shortened by removing pages at the
end of the proposal narrative before it is forwarded to merit reviewers for evaluation. Pages
excised from lengthy applications will not be reviewed or considered. Applications that are
incomplete, unclear, or contain numerous typographical errors may not be understood
effectively by reviewers, resulting in lower evaluation scores, so applicants are advised to
review their application materials closely before they are submitted to the agency for
consideration.
Federal forms from the SF-424 Form family should include the following forms as
applicable:
--Application for Federal Assistance: Form SF-424
--Budget Information for Non-construction Programs: Form SF-424A
--Assurances for Non-construction Programs: Form SF-424B
--Certification Regarding Lobbying: Form CD-511
--Disclosure of Lobbying Activities: Form SF-LLL (if applicable)
Appendices should be limited to materials that directly support the main body of the
proposal (e.g., detailed budget information, resumes, references, lists of relevant work
products or reports, data sources, detailed budget information, letters of collaboration, letters
of support, lists of data sources, and maps). As a standard practice, NOAA requires that
resumes be on file and maintained in Grants Online for principal investigators (PIs) of
competitive awards. Recipients of any award (competitive or non-competitive) are required
to designate principal investigators in Grants Online within 30 days of receiving award
offers. Applicants should paginate their proposal and any appendices. Appendices should
not total more than 30 total pages excluding forms, detailed budget information, and
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and environmental compliance information.
Federal forms and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) information, as well as
information provided to complete the federal forms (e.g. Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate
Agreement), can be submitted separately or combined and submitted as one PDF document.
Please keep in mind that Grants Online has a 5-minute time limit for downloading and
uploading files, and so we recommend applicants do not exceed five megabytes for the total
electronic file size of the proposal narrative and appendices combined. Files that cannot be
opened or downloaded will not be reviewed.
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Each application package should include the following required elements:
1.
TITLE PAGE (PROPOSAL COVER SHEET)
a.
Project title
b.
Proposed project period (start and end dates)
c.
Recipient name (must match registered name in DUNS)
d.
Principal and other investigators (names, organization, and contact information)
e.
Financial representatives (names, organization and contact information)
f. Total requested funding
2. PROJECT OF SPECIAL MERIT ENHANCEMENT AREAS
Identify the enhancement area under which you would like this proposal to be considered
(list all that apply: Coastal Hazards, Ocean and Great Lakes Resources, and/or Public
Access).
3. ASSOCIATED PROGRAM CHANGE
a.
Identify the approved strategy that the proposed PSM will support (please use the
exact
title as approved in the Assessment and Strategy):
b.
List the type(s) of program change that the supported strategy was approved in order
to result in, or implement (list all that apply):
- A change to coastal zone boundaries; new or revised authorities, including statutes,
regulations, enforceable policies, administrative decisions, executive orders, and memoranda
of agreement/understanding;
- New or revised local coastal programs and implementing ordinances;
- New or revised coastal land acquisition, management, and restoration programs;
- New or revised Special Area Management Plans (SAMP) or plans for Areas of
Particular Concern (APC), including enforceable policies and other necessary
implementation mechanisms or criteria and procedures for designating and managing APCs;
and,
- New or revised guidelines, procedures and policy documents that are formally adopted
by a state or territory and provide specific interpretations of enforceable CMP program
policies to applicants, local government and other agencies and will result in meaningful
improvements in coastal resource management.
4. PROJECT SUMMARY
Provide a one-to-two paragraph summary of the project. In this section, please briefly
summarize the project’s goals and objectives and describe how the project will lead to
improved management of coastal resources.
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5. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Provide a clear and concise description of the project that explains the relationship of the
proposed project to the CMP's approved Assessment and Strategy and how the proposed
project will further all or part of a program change that the CMP has identified in its
Strategy. Sufficient detail should be provided to enable reviewers to evaluate the relevance
and applicability of proposed work to program priorities described in Section I.B. of this
announcement; to determine the technical/scientific merit of the proposed work; to
adequately review the qualifications of the applicants; and to assess whether the proposed
scope of work raises any concerns with regard to federal policy considerations, such as those
related to the National Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act, Historic
Preservation Act, and Marine Mammal Protection Act. In addition, the project description
should include:
Goal and Objective(s). Describe in the narrative the specific project goals and objectives to
be achieved. Describe how the project will further the goals and objectives of the approved
309 strategy. Explain how the project will benefit the coastal resource management
community, the public, and/or specific coastal resources. The narrative should describe how
the project is innovative, at either a state, regional, or national scale, particularly whether the
project developments or implements new management tools or techniques that have the
potential to advance the field of coastal management.
Background. Provide sufficient background information for NOAA and non-NOAA
reviewers to independently assess the significance of the proposed project. Summarize the
problem, gap, and the fiscal and technical needs to be addressed, and the status of ongoing
efforts and coordination to address the identified need or gap. Summarize the relationship of
the proposed work to other state, local, or regional efforts. Provide a brief description of the
CMP's past performance and success in achieving the expected results of Section 309
strategies that are similar in size, scope, and relevance to the proposed project.
Public engagement and outcomes. Identify and describe the activities and outcomes for the
community and the public.
Partnerships and networks. Identify and describe the professional or technical network that
will be leveraged or created. Describe how the partners will interact with the project, and
how they will use the outcome or results of the project. Describe what existing federal, state,
and local organizations or programs will be connected, integrated, and leveraged. Describe
the roles of partners and indicate any efforts or resources that will be leveraged in the
project. Letters of collaboration from partners and any letters of support should be included
in the appendices as appropriate.
Approach. Provide a work plan that: identifies specific tasks to be accomplished; explains
the technical approach (including quality assurance) needed to accomplish the tasks;
identifies the roles of partners and cooperators; and identifies potential obstacles to
successful completion of the goals and objectives. Describe how the technical or
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professional network is involved in the project planning and design process. The work plan
must clearly address data management requirements, and the steps to be taken to achieve
efficient and effective data access and data archive that are compliant with federal
regulations.
Task Outcomes or Products. Identify and describe the anticipated project products or
outcomes. Explain how they will benefit the coastal resource management community and
describe performance measures that will be used to evaluate project success. The narrative
should include information on dissemination of the findings/results to resource managers,
local communities, and/or other stakeholders as appropriate. The project narrative also
needs to include information on how the project will be evaluated for success. If the goal of
the project is to build capacity, describe proposed plans to ensure the activities continue into
the future. Describe how results may be transferred to other state CMPs.
6. PROJECT WORK PLAN
Provide a work plan that includes the major tasks or actions necessary for achieving the
goals and outcomes of the proposed project. Briefly describe the capacity of the program to
carry out the project, including through collaboration with partners. The work plan should
also identify milestones, outcomes, and a schedule for their completion.
Example Work Plan Format (please duplicate outline as needed for multiple tasks):
Title:
Timeframe:
Description of Activities and Program Capacity:
Milestone(s) and Date of Completion:
Outcome(s) and Date of Completion:
List of Final Products:
7. APPENDICES
Appendices must be limited to materials that directly support the main body of the proposal
(for example, detailed budget information, copies of Federally approved indirect cost rates,
letters of collaboration, resumes, references, lists of data sources, and maps). Applicants
should number the pages in their proposal and any appendices.
As a standard practice, NOAA requires that resumes for Principal Investigators (PIs) of
competitive awards be on file and maintained in the grants processing system used by the
Department of Commerce, Grants Online. Recipients of any award (competitive or noncompetitive) are required to designate PIs in Grants Online within 30 days of receiving
award offers.
a.
Mandatory Budget Narrative and Justification
In order to allow reviewers to evaluate the appropriateness of all costs, applications should
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include a detailed budget narrative and a budget justification broken out by individual task.
The budget narrative submitted with the final application should match the dollar amounts
included on all required forms and clearly link to the project narrative. Please explain each
calculation and provide a narrative justification to explain expenditures for each budget
category. The budget narrative should describe, by category of expenditure, the total funding
needed to accomplish the objectives described in the project narrative for the entire award
period. Please explain how categorical costs are derived in sufficient detail to enable
reviewers to determine if costs are 'allowable and reasonable' according to the cost principles
referenced in 2 CFR 200, Subpart E. Budget narrative categories should correspond to the
standard object class categories listed in Section B of the SF-424A. For additional details,
please review the budget guidance provided at:
https://coast.noaa.gov/funding/_pdf/forms/budget-narrative-guidance-for-NOAA-grants.pdf.
The budget table should detail the federal Section 309 funds required for each task by budget
category as described below:
Budget Category
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Total
Personnel
Fringe
Travel
Subcontract
Indirect
Supplies
Equipment
Other
Total
Please note the following:
-Funds for salaries and fringe benefits may be requested only for those personnel who are
directly involved in implementing the proposed project and whose salaries and fringe
benefits are directly related to specific products or outcomes of the proposed project. NOAA
strongly encourages applicants to request reasonable amounts of funding for salaries and
fringe benefits to ensure that the proposal is competitive.
- PSM funds may not be used to contract with NOAA for products or services. NOAA
also cannot 'retain' PSM funds; all PSM funds must be awarded to the state.
The budget narrative also should clearly identify the cost of separable elements of the
proposed work and shall identify the elements of the project that the cooperator would
recommend for revision or elimination if sufficient funding is not available for all proposed
activities.
Applicants should include detailed budget information regarding all subawards, and
should indicate the basis for the cost estimates in the narrative. Describe project activities to
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occur, and indicate the applicability or necessity of each to the project. Each identified
subaward should include form SF-424A. Detailed budget information includes:
•
Name of identified qualified subrecipient, affiliation, contact information, and method
of selection. For “to be determined,” describe plans for selection. Information must include
the name and location (city, state, and Congressional district) of the entity receiving funds
and the location of the primary place of performance under the contract or sub award.
•
Period of Performance. Include the dates for the performance period. If it involves a
number of tasks, include the performance period for each task.
•
Scope of Work. List and describe the specific activities or tasks to be performed.
•
Criteria for Measuring Accountability: Include an itemized line item breakdown, as well
as total contract/award amount. If applicable, include any indirect costs paid under the
contract/award and the indirect cost rate used.
•
Itemized Budget. Include categories used in program budget. If applicable, include any
direct cost paid under the subaward or contract and the indirect cost rate used.
All subawards and contracts must be made consistent with the requirements of 2 CFR
§200.330-200.332 for subawards, and §200.317-200.326 for procurements.
For any equipment, a description of the item and associated costs is required, including a
description of how it will be used in the project. Note that equipment is defined as tangible
personal property (including information technology systems) having a useful life of more
than one year and a per-unit acquisition cost which equals or exceeds the lesser of the
capitalization level established by the non-federal entity for financial statement purposes, or
$5,000. See 2 C.F.R. 200.33 Equipment, and see 2 CFR §200.313, and 2 CFR 200.317-326.
Non-federal applicants should identify, if this information is known when submitting the
grant application, who they plan to request that NOAA transfer equipment or property
ownership titles to after the project ends. The decision on grant ownership requests will be
made by the Grants Officer during the grant closeout process.
The cost or price, purpose, and method of selection for identified and planned acquisition
contracts should be thoroughly justified in the Budget Narrative. Describe products or
services to be obtained and indicate the applicability or necessity of each to the project.
Procurements are subject to policies described in 2 C.F.R. 200.317-326. For “to be
determined,” describe plans for selection.
The budget narrative should also provide, to the extent possible, detailed information on
travel, including costs, a description of anticipated travel, destinations, the number of
travelers, and a justification of how the requested travel is directly relevant to the successful
completion of the project. If actual trip details are unknown, applicants should state the basis
for the proposed travel charges. Applicants should allocate travel funds for any coordination
meetings at regional or national levels.
If a foreign air carrier is anticipated to be used for any portion of travel, prior approval is
required under the DOC Financial Assistance Standard Terms and Conditions, Section
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G.05.d., https://go.usa.gov/xpaUP, and therefore, such travel should be included in the
proposal to avoid having to request prior approval after the project starts. Applicants may
factor in travel costs for participation in an annual NOAA Grants Management Division
(GMD) workshop for recipients.
Refer to item 14 below in this Section regarding treatment of Indirect Costs in the Budget
Narrative.
b.
Letters of Collaboration.
All supporting letters from partner organizations that are instrumental to the project should
be included in the application package. Letters must clearly indicate the level of commitment
and/or collaboration. Letters of collaboration do not need original signatures.
c.
Resumes.
Provide resumes of the Principal Investigator for the project and other key personnel critical
to the success of the project. Ensure that resumes address qualifications relevant to
conducting the proposed work. Please limit resumes to a maximum of two pages for each
key investigator.
d. Data Sharing Plan
i. Environmental data and information collected or created under NOAA grants or
cooperative agreements must be made discoverable by and accessible to the general public,
in a timely fashion (typically within two years), free of charge or at no more than the cost of
reproduction, unless an exemption is granted by the NOAA Program. Data should be
available in at least one machine-readable format, preferably a widely-used or open-standard
format, and should also be accompanied by machine-readable documentation (metadata),
preferably based on widely used or international standards.
ii. Proposals submitted in response to this Announcement must include a Data Management
Plan of up to two pages describing how these requirements will be satisfied. The Data
Management Plan should be aligned with the Data Management Guidance provided by
NOAA in this announcement. The contents of the Data Management Plan (or absence
thereof), and past performance regarding such plans, will be considered as part of proposal
review. A typical plan should include descriptions of the types of environmental data and
information expected to be created during the course of the project; the tentative date by
which data will be shared; the standards to be used for data/metadata format and content;
methods for providing data access; approximate total volume of data to be collected; and
prior experience in making such data accessible. The costs of data preparation, accessibility,
or archiving may be included in the proposal budget. Accepted submission of data to the
NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) is one way to satisfy data
sharing requirements; however, NCEI is not obligated to accept all submissions and may
charge a fee, particularly for large or unusual datasets. The NOAA Program is not offering
specific data management technical guidance. Proposals are to describe their proposed
approach. Use of open-standard formats and methods is encouraged. For more information
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about data sharing in this program, contact the agency official listed in Section VII. of this
funding announcement
iii. NOAA may, at its own discretion, make publicly visible the Data Management Plan from
funded proposals, or use information from the Data Management Plan to produce a formal
metadata record and include that metadata in a Catalog to indicate the pending availability of
new data.
iv. Proposal submitters are hereby advised that the final pre-publication manuscripts of
scholarly articles produced entirely or primarily with NOAA funding will be required to be
submitted to the NOAA Institutional Repository after acceptance, and no later than upon
publication. Such manuscripts shall be made publicly available by NOAA one year after
publication by the journal.
v. NOAA's Administrative Order on the Management of Environmental Data Management
and Information is available under:
http://www.corporateservices.noaa.gov/ames/administrative_orders/chapter_212/21215.html
vi. Principal Investigators should indicate how and when they have made their data
accessible and usable by the community in the past.
vii. More information about the NOAA Data Sharing Policy is available on NOAA’s
Environmental Data Management Committee website at:
www.nosc.noaa.gov/EDMC/PD.DSP.php
viii. Data Management Guidance to Proposal Writers:
Responsible NOAA Official for questions regarding this guidance and for verifying
accessibility of data produced by funding recipients: Elizabeth Mountz, Competition
Manager, NOAA’s Office for Coastal Management, Elizabeth.Mountz@noaa.gov, Phone:
240-533-0819
Data Accessibility: The NOAA Program recommends that public access to grant/contractproduced data be enabled as follows:
- An existing publicly accessible online data server at the funded institution is to be used to
host these data (describe in proposal).
- Data are to be submitted to a public data repository appropriate to this scientific domain
(describe in proposal).
Technical recommendations: The NOAA Program is not offering specific technical
guidance. Proposals are to describe their proposed approach. Use of open-standard formats
and methods is encouraged.
4. Resources: Proposals are permitted to include the costs of data sharing or archiving in
their budgets.

e. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Environmental Compliance-- Under
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NEPA, NOAA must analyze the potential environmental impacts of projects or proposals
seeking funding from NOAA.
After the application is submitted, NOAA may require additional information to fulfill
NEPA and other compliance requirements. If NOAA determines that an environmental
assessment is required, applicants may also be requested to assist in drafting the assessment.
Applicants may also be required to cooperate with NOAA in identifying and implementing
feasible measures to reduce or avoid any identified adverse environmental impacts of their
proposal. The failure to do so shall be grounds for the denial of an application. In some
cases, if additional information is required after an application is selected, funds can be
withheld by the Grants Officer under a special award condition, requiring the recipient to
submit additional environmental compliance information sufficient to enable NOAA to make
an assessment on any impacts that a project may have on the environment.
The applicants selected for funding must complete questions 1 - 19 of the Environmental
Compliance Questionnaire for National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Federal
Financial Assistance Applicants, accessible at www.nepa.noaa.gov/questionnaire.pdf to
provide detailed information on the activities to be conducted, locations, sites, species and
habitat to be affected, possible construction activities, and any environmental concerns that
may exist (e.g., the use and disposal of hazardous or toxic chemicals, introduction of nonindigenous species, impacts to endangered and threatened species, aquaculture projects, and
impacts to coral reef systems).
Detailed information on NOAA compliance with NEPA can be found at the following
NOAA NEPA websites: http://www.nepa.noaa.gov/ including NOAA Administrative Order
216-6 for NEPA, http://www.nepa.noaa.gov/NAO216_6.pdf and the Council on
Environmental Quality implementation regulations under
https://www.coast.noaa.gov/funding/_pdf/CEQ%20Regulations%20for%20Implementing%2
0the%20Procedural%20Provisions%20of%20NEPA.pdf
8. STANDARD FORM 424: APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL ASSISTANCE
Applicants requesting Federal funding in this program must submit a copy of Standard Form
SF-424, 'Application for Federal Assistance.' If a hard-copy final application is submitted, it
must be signed and dated by the organization's authorized representative, and used as the
cover page for the final application. An electronic signature and date stamp will
automatically be included on SF-424 forms submitted via Grants.gov.
9. STANDARD FORM 424A: BUDGET INFORMATION FOR NON-CONSTRUCTION
PROGRAMS (include a separate form for each proposed sub-award)
Applicants are required to submit a SF-424A Budget Form to summarize the budget for the
proposed scope of work. The first column of sections A and B shows the federal funds
requested, while the second column of sections A and B shows the non-federal matching
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funds provided for the project. Total award funding is shown in the final column of section
B. Non-federal funding is broken out by source in section C. Forecasted cash needs in
Section D should be inclusive of all funding for the project. Both federal and non- federal
funds should be expended at a similar rate throughout the course of the project. Section E
may be left blank. Section F summarizes the direct charges in line 21 and lists the indirect
charges requested; please show the rate used in line 22. Please note that completion of the
SF-424A form as described above represents NOAA's preference and may not be consistent
with the instructions that accompany the SF-424A form. All budget figures should match the
funding requested on the application cover sheet and correspond with the descriptions
contained in the project and budget narratives. Each proposed subaward of $25,000 or more
should also be accompanied by a separate SF-424A form to fully document the proposed
subaward budget.
10. STANDARD FORM 424B: ASSURANCES FOR NON-CONSTRUCTION
PROGRAMS
Applicants are required to submit a signed SF-424B, 'Assurances for Non-Construction
Programs'.
11. STANDARD FORM CD-511: CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING
Applicants are required to submit a form CD-511, 'Certifications Regarding Lobbying.’
12. STANDARD FORM LLL: DISCLOSURE OF LOBBYING ACTIVITIES (if
applicable)
If applicable, applicants may be required to disclose certain lobbying activities described in
form SF-LLL.
13. PERMITS AND APPROVALS
It is the responsibility of the applicant to obtain all necessary federal, state, and local
government permits and approvals for the proposed work. Applicants must provide a list of
all known permits that will be required to perform the proposed work and an indication of
the status of any permits needed (e.g., not yet applied, permit application submitted/pending,
permit granted, etc.) or a statement indicating that no permits are necessary. This required
element should be included even if permits are not required.
Failure to apply for and/or obtain federal, state, and local permits, approvals, letters of
agreement, or failure to provide environmental analyses where necessary (i.e., NEPA
environmental assessment) will delay or prevent the award of funds for projects that have
been preliminarily selected for funding. For work proposed within National Marine
Sanctuaries, National Parks, National Seashores, and other federally designated managed
areas, it is the responsibility of the applicant to request and obtain any necessary permits or
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letters of agreement from the appropriate government agencies prior to commencement of an
award. For applicants who propose to conduct research or monitoring activities that may
affect any coral species that are listed under the Endangered Species Act, you will likely
need an Endangered Species Act Section 10(a)(1)(A) permit.
14. INDIRECT COST RATE
The proposed budget may include an amount for indirect or Facilities and Administrative
costs if the applicant has an established indirect cost rate with the federal government.
Indirect costs are essentially overhead costs for basic operational functions (e.g., utilities,
rent, and insurance) that are incurred for common or joint objectives and, therefore, cannot
be identified specifically within a particular project. See 2 C.F.R. 200.56-.57 and 200.412.415.
A copy of the current, approved negotiated indirect cost agreement with the federal
Government should be included with the application package. If an award recipient has
never established an indirect cost rate with any federal agency, the recipient may request to
use the de minimis rate (10% of modified total direct costs) described at 2 CFR 200.414.
Alternatively, the negotiation and approval of a new rate is subject to the procedures
required by NOAA and the DOC. The U.S. Department of Commerce, Financial Assistance
Standard Terms and Conditions require that recipients within 90 days of the award start date,
submit to the address listed below documentation (indirect cost proposal, cost allocation
plan, etc.) necessary to perform the review.
Lamar Revis, Grants Officer
NOAA Grants Management Division
1325 East West Highway, 9th Floor
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
Lamar.Revis@noaa.gov
The de minimis indirect cost rate should be used for all federal awards. Non-federal entities
may use this rate indefinitely, but may choose to negotiate an indirect (F&A) cost rate at any
time. This de minimis rate option is not available to state and local governments, and Indian
tribes.
15. ADDITIONAL SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
In addition to the standard elements described above, applicants may upload additional
supporting documentation by using the 'Optional Form' box under 'Other Attachments' in
Grants.gov during the application submission process.
C. Unique Entity Identifier and System for Award Management (SAM)
To enable the use of a universal identifier and to enhance the quality of information
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available to the public as required by the Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency
Act, 31 U.S.C. 6101. Note, to the extent applicable, any proposal awarded in response to this
announcement will be required to use the System for Award Management (SAM), which
may be accessed online at https://www.sam.gov/portal/public/SAM/. Applicants are also
required to use the Dun and Bradstreet Universal Numbering System (DUNS), as identified
in OMB guidance published at 2 CFR Parts 25 at http://go.usa.gov/x9PYd. Applicants can
receive a DUNS number at no cost by calling the dedicated toll-free DUNS number request
line at 1-866-705-5711 or online at http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform.
Applicants should: (1) Be registered in the federal SAM before submitting an application;
(2) provide a valid DUNS number on an application; and (3) continue to maintain an active
SAM registration with current information at all times during which it has an active federal
award or an application or plan under consideration by a federal awarding agency. The
federal awarding agency may not make a federal award to an applicant until the applicant
has complied with all applicable DUNS and SAM requirements. If an applicant has not fully
complied with the requirements by the time the federal awarding agency is ready to make a
federal award, the federal awarding agency may determine that the applicant is not qualified
to receive a federal award and use that determination as a basis for making a federal award to
another applicant.
Applicants should allow a minimum of seven days to complete the SAM registration,
although complete registration for SAM may take several weeks if problems arise.
Registration is required only once but must be renewed once a year. In addition, it may take
two days until the applicant is notified as to whether NOAA received the application, so
allow sufficient time to ensure applications are submitted before the closing date. Note: Your
organization’s Employer Identification Number (EIN) will be needed on the application
form.
Applicants are strongly encouraged not to wait until the application deadline date to begin
the application process through www.grants.gov.
D. Submission Dates and Times
Full proposals must be received by and validated by Grants.gov on or before 11:59 p.m.
Eastern Time, on January 15, 2020.
Please note: Validation or rejection of your application by Grants.gov may take up to two
business days after submission. Please consider this process in developing your submission
timeline. Applications received after the deadline will be rejected/returned to the sender
without further consideration.
If for any reason applicants are unable to submit their application through Grants.gov, they
may provide a paper copy of their full application by mail. Applications submitted by mail
must include all relevant application elements described above, must include a SF-424 form
with original ink or valid electronic signature and date from an authorized recipient
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organization representative, and must be stamped with an official U.S. Postal Service
postmark or provided to a commercial carrier with tracking number and receipt on or before
11:59 pm Eastern on Wednesday, January 15, 2020; private metered postmarks are
unacceptable. Please address all mailed applications to: Elizabeth Mountz, NOAA Office for
Coastal Management, 1305 East West Highway, SSMC4, N/OCM6, 10th Floor, Room
10652, Silver Spring, MD 20910. Paper applications received more than 5 business days
after the deadline will not be reviewed, and applicants submitting by paper are responsible
for tracking their applications. Please email Elizabeth.Mountz@noaa.gov to notify NOAA
that you are submitting a paper application.
Applicants should consider the possibility of winter storms and other unforeseen impacts
from natural hazards that could affect their Internet access and use of Grants.gov on or
before application due dates. Applicants should be aware that localized weather or other
situations beyond their control impacting their ability to submit deadlines may not result in
changes to the application deadline.
E. Intergovernmental Review
Funding applications submitted under this competition are subject to Executive Order
12372, “Intergovernmental Review of Federal Programs.” It is the state agency's
responsibility to contact their state's Single Point of Contact (SPCO) to find out about and
comply with the state's process under EO 12372. To assist the applicant, names and
addresses of the SPOCs are listed on the Office of Management and Budget's website:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Intergovernmental_-Review_SPOC_01_2018_OFFM.pdf
F. Funding Restrictions
1. Indirect Costs
Applicants are permitted to request indirect costs if their organization has an established
Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate Agreement with a federal agency that covers the period of the
award. Applicants requesting indirect costs should submit a copy of their current and signed
indirect cost rate agreement with their application package. More information on establishing
or negotiating indirect cost rates can be found in Section IV.B.8 of this solicitation.
Indirect-cost-rate-agreement documentation is not required for subawardees; however,
indirect cost rates at the negotiated levels should be paid by the primary awardee. Under 2
CFR 200.414 “Indirect (F&A) Costs,” any applicant that has never received a negotiated
indirect cost rate may elect to charge a de minimis rate of 10% of modified total direct costs
which may be used indefinitely. Costs must be consistently charged as either indirect or
direct costs, but may not be double charged or inconsistently charged as both pursuant to 2
CFR 200.403 “Factors affecting allowability of costs.” If chosen, this methodology once
elected must be used consistently for all Federal awards until such time as a cooperator
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chooses to negotiate for a rate, which the non-federal entity may apply to do at any time.
The negotiation and approval of a rate is subject to the procedures required by NOAA and
the DOC Standard Terms and Conditions Section B.06.
2. Ineligible projects:
The following projects will not be eligible for funding: (1) Activities that constitute legally
required mitigation for the adverse effects of an activity regulated or otherwise governed by
state or federal law; (2) Activities that constitute mitigation for natural resource damages
under federal or state law; and (3) Activities that are required by a separate consent decree,
court order, statute, or regulation.
3. Cost Principles:
Recipients are subject to the 2 CFR 200, Subpart E “Cost Principles,” as well as any
Department of Commerce regulations that may be in effect at the time of award. Generally,
costs that are allowable include salaries, fringe benefits, travel, equipment, supplies, and
training, as long as the costs are determined to be necessary, reasonable, and allocable to the
award.
G. Other Submission Requirements
The standard NOAA funding application package is available at www.grants.gov
(Grants.gov) by searching the Funding Opportunity Number or the CFDA number (11.419).
Application packages, including all letters of collaboration, shall be submitted through the
“Apply” function on Grants.gov. The Grants.gov site contains directions for submitting an
application. Applicants must register with Grants.gov before any application materials can
be submitted. To use Grants.gov, applicants must have a Dun and Bradstreet Universal
Numbering System (DUNS) number (www.dnb.com) and be registered in the SAM.gov,
which requires periodic renewals. Refer to Section IV.C. for details on receiving a DUNS
number and registering with SAM.gov.
After electronic submission of the application through Grants.gov, the person submitting the
application will receive two email messages from Grants.gov within the next 24 to 48 hours
updating them on the progress of their application. The first email provides a tracking
number and confirm receipt of the application by the Grants.gov system. The second email
indicates that the application has either been successfully validated by the system before
transmission to the grantor agency or has been rejected because of errors. Only validated
applications are sent to NOAA for review. After the application has been validated, this
same person will receive a third email when the application has been downloaded by the
federal agency.
If an applicant submits multiple electronic versions of the proposal, the applicant should
advise the federal agency of the tracking number that should be withdrawn. Applicants shall
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not electronically submit packages with files embedded within files as any such files may not
be reviewed or factored into the merit review process.
The federal program office has a process to review for completeness. Administrative reviews
generally take place after deadlines because the majority of applicants apply just before
deadlines. If there are no time constraints and available resources, the federal agency may
reach back to applicants who have submitted incomplete packages.
V. Application Review Information
A. Evaluation Criteria
1. IMPORTANCE AND/OR RELEVANCE AND APPLICABILITY OF PROPOSED
PROJECT TO PROGRAM GOALS (45 percent). This criterion ascertains whether there is
intrinsic value in the proposed project and/or relevance to NOAA, Federal, regional, state, or
local activities. Each application will be judged on the importance of the project to the
management of coastal issues in the applicant's State or region and how the CMP will benefit
from the project. Applications will be evaluated on the following:
a. Likelihood that the proposed project would help the State make substantial progress
toward achieving the program change(s) as described in the project proposal. (15 points).
This factor will be scored as follows: Unclear whether the project would support a state’s
program change(s) as described in the project proposal (0-4 points); Project adequately
supports a state’s program change(s) as described in the project proposal (5-10 points);
Project strongly supports a state’s program change(s) as described in the project proposal
(11-15 points).
b. Likelihood that the proposed project would result in improved management of ocean and
coastal resources, particularly related to hazards resiliency, public access, and advancing
comprehensive ocean and Great Lakes planning. (15 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Unclear whether project is likely to result in progress
toward improved management of ocean and coastal resources related to hazards resiliency,
public access or advancing comprehensive ocean and Great Lakes planning (0-4 points);
Project likely to result in improved management of ocean and coastal resources related to
hazards resiliency, public access, or advancing comprehensive ocean and Great Lakes
planning (5-10 points); High likelihood that the project would result in improved
management of ocean and coastal resources related to hazards resiliency, public access, or
advancing comprehensive ocean and Great Lakes planning (11-15 points).
c. Transferability of project results to solve coastal management issues in other states. (10
points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Project results not likely to be transferable to other
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coastal states (0-3 points); Aspects of the project results may be transferable to some coastal
states but may require additional resources and/or effort (4-7 points); Project results are
clearly transferable to many coastal states with little additional effort (8-10 points).
d. Level of innovation of the proposed project. (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Project is not innovative (0-1 points); Project is
somewhat innovative. Proposal utilizes management tools and/or techniques that appear to
be innovative for the requesting coastal management program, but are not likely to transform
the field of coastal management as a whole (2-3 points); Project is innovative. Proposal
includes innovative approaches, such as the development or implementation of new
management tools or techniques, and has the potential to advance the field of coastal
management through creative, original, or potentially transformational concepts (4-5 points).
2. TECHNICAL/SCIENTIFIC MERIT (30 percent). This criterion assesses whether the
approach is technically sound and/or innovative, if the methods are appropriate, and whether
there are clear project goals and objectives. Applications will be evaluated on the following:
a. Extent to which the project proposal includes clear goals, objectives, outcomes and
timetables. (10 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Proposal does not include clear goals, objectives,
outcomes, and timetables (0-3 points); Proposal includes goals, objectives, outcomes, and
timetables (4-7 points); Proposal includes clear goals, objectives, outcomes, and timetables
that are technically sound and likely to be met (8-10 points).
b. Extent to which the proposed approach is technically sound (i.e., the proposed methods,
approaches, and concepts are appropriate given the projects goals, objectives, and desired
outcomes) (10 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Approach is not technically sound or insufficient detail
provided to determine if approach is technically sound (0-3 points); Approach is described in
sufficient detail to determine that it is generally technically sound although a few minor
uncertainties may still exist (4-7 points); Approach is clearly technically sound (8-10 points).
c. Degree to which the proposal identifies the State's technical needs and explains how the
proposed project will help meet those needs. (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Proposal does not identify any technical needs and/or
does not adequately explain how the project will help meet those needs. Or, the project will
not meet the technical needs identified (0-1 points); Proposal adequately identifies technical
needs and explains how the project will help meet them. However, the coastal management
program could readily meet those needs outside of the PSM competition (2-3 points);
Proposal identifies technical needs and explains how the project will help meet them. The
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coastal management program would likely have few alternatives for readily meeting those
needs outside of the PSM competition (4-5 points).
d. Degree to which there is a meaningful evaluative component to the project to assess the
overall success of the project and effectiveness of project outcomes. (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Evaluative component is not included (0-1 points);
Evaluative component is included, but unclear whether the approach is sufficient to provide
meaningful assessment of the overall success of the project and effectiveness of project
outcomes (2-3 points); Evaluative component is included that will provide a meaningful
assessment of the overall success of the project and effectiveness of project outcomes (4-5
points).
3. OVERALL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE FUNDING APPLICANTS (10 percent).
This criterion ascertains whether the funding applicant possesses the necessary program
education, experience, training, facilities, and administrative resources to accomplish the
project. Applications will be evaluated based on the following:
a. Overall qualification of the applicant and demonstration of past performance, as described
in the application. (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Unclear whether applicant (and/or identified project
partners) possesses qualifications to complete the project (0-1 points); Applicant (and/or
identified project partners) appears qualified to complete the project (2-3 points); Applicant
(and/or identified project partners) is clearly qualified to complete the project and has
documented successful past performance within the project proposal (4-5 points).
b. The project involves the appropriate partners to execute the project, as well as the key
personnel from other agencies and institutions partnering on the project that have the needed
experience, expertise, and/or networks (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: The project does not involve appropriate partners to
execute the project, or personnel from other agencies and institutions partnering on the
project have limited experience, expertise and/or networks needed to capitalize on available
expertise (0-1 points); The project involves partners to execute the project but some key
partners may be missing. Personnel from other agencies and institutions on the project have
some experience, expertise and/or networks needed to capitalize on available expertise;
however, staffing expertise could be stronger in certain areas (2-3 points); The project
involves appropriate partners to execute the project. Key personnel from other agencies and
institutions are partnering on the project, with extensive experience, expertise and/or
networks needed to capitalize on available expertise (4-5 points).
4. PROJECT COSTS (5 percent). This criterion evaluates the budget to determine if it is
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realistic and commensurate with the project needs and time-frame. Applications will be
evaluated on the following:
a. The reasonableness and appropriateness of the proposed budget for the level of work
proposed and with the expected benefits to be achieved. (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Budget is not reasonable and/or not well- justified (0-1
points); Majority of the budget is reasonable and appropriate, but some costs may not be
well-justified or appropriate given the level of work and public benefit (2-3 points); Budget
is well justified and all costs are reasonable and appropriate given the level of work and
public benefit (4-5 points).
5. OUTREACH AND EDUCATION (5 percent). This criterion assesses whether the project
provides a focused and effective education and outreach strategy regarding NOAA's mission
to understand and protect the Nation's natural resources. Applications will be evaluated on
the following:
a. Quality of proposed education and outreach activities to ensure public, other state coastal
management programs, and relevant stakeholders are aware of and can benefit from and use
project results. (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Proposal does not include education, outreach, or
training components (0-1 points); Proposal includes some education, outreach, and/or
training components (2-3 points); Proposal includes a robust education, outreach and/or
training component that will ensure the project results lead to improved coastal decision
making (4-5 points).
6. DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN (5 percent). This criteria assesses whether the project
includes a thorough and effective data management plan. Applications will be evaluated on
the following:
a. Project includes a data management plan that ensures that environmental data will be
visible, accessible, and independently understandable to users. Application includes a clear
explanation if a data management plan is not required for this project (no environmental data
produced) or if data is not publicly accessible due to law, regulation, policy (such as those
applicable to personally identifiable information or protected critical infrastructure
information or proprietary trade information) or by security requirements. (5 points)
This factor will be scored as follows: Proposal does not include a data management plan or
an explanation as to why a data management plan is not required (0-1 points); Proposal
includes a data management plan, but plan does not ensure that environmental data will be
visible, accessible, and independently understandable to users. Alternatively, the proposal
includes an explanation why data management plan is not required for this project, but the
explanation is not clear and convincing (2-3 points); Proposal includes a strong data
management plan that ensures that data will be visible, accessible, and independently
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understandable to users. Alternatively, proposal includes a clear explanation why a data
management plan is not required for this project (4-5 points).
B. Review and Selection Process
An initial administrative review is conducted on each application to assure that it is
timely, responsive, and complete. NOAA, in its sole discretion, may continue the review
process for applications with non-substantive issues that may be easily rectified or cured.
Applications that meet the minimum requirements will be reviewed by at least three
independent peer reviewers with coastal management, hazards, comprehensive ocean and
Great Lakes planning, and/or public access experience through an independent peer mail
review and/or an independent peer panel. Appropriate mechanisms will be implemented to
avoid potential conflicts of interest during the proposal review process. Reviewers may
discuss the proposals, but if more than one non-Federal reviewer is used, each reviewer will
be asked to individually evaluate and rank proposals. Reviewers will use the weighted
evaluation criteria above. Proposal evaluations will be based exclusively on information
included in the application. Merit reviewer ratings will be used to produce a rank order of the
proposals.
The Selecting Official, or their designee, may negotiate the funding level or other major
aspects of the proposal, and the Selecting Official will make the final recommendation for
award based on the rank order and selection factors below to the Grants Officer, who is
authorized to obligate Federal funding and execute the award.
NOAA may select all, some, or none of the applications, or part of any application, ask
applicants to work together or combine projects, defer applications to the future, or
reallocate funds to different funding categories, to the extent authorized. Proposals not
funded in the current fiscal period may be considered for funding in another fiscal period
without NOAA repeating the competitive process outlined in this announcement.
Please note that not all activities submitted under a single proposal may be deemed
appropriate for funding, and the Selecting Official may recommend alternate activities as
appropriate or only partial funding, based on the selection factors and the merit and/or panel
review written evaluations. For a proposal to be selected for funding, the applicant may be
asked to modify objectives and activities, work plans, and budgets, and to provide
supplemental information required by the agency prior to the award. This may result in
submission of a revised application before final funding decisions are made. The exact
amount of funds to be awarded, the final scope of activities, the project duration, and other
relevant application details will be determined in pre-award negotiations among the
applicant, NOAA GMD, and Office for Coastal Management officials. Applicants should
also note that modifications to projects may be necessary as a result of NOAA’s efforts to
comply with NEPA and other legislation.
When a decision has been made (whether an award or declination), anonymous copies of
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mail merit review comments or summaries of panel deliberations, can be made available to
the applicant upon request.

C. Selection Factors
The Selecting Official, an official within the Office for Coastal Management (or their
designee) anticipates recommending applications for funding in rank order unless an
application is justified to be selected out of rank order based upon one or more of the
following selection factors:
(1) Availability of funding;
(2) Balance/distribution of funds: a) by geographic area, b) by type of institutions, c) by type
of partners, d) by research areas; or e) by project types;
(3) Whether this project duplicates other projects funded or considered for funding by
NOAA or other federal agencies;
(4) Program priorities and policy factors set out in Sections I.A. and I.B.;
(5) An applicant's prior award performance;
(6) Partnerships and/or participation of targeted groups; and
(7) Adequacy of information necessary for NOAA staff to make a NEPA determination and
draft necessary documentation before recommendations for funding are made to the NOAA
GMD.
The Selecting Official or designee may negotiate the funding level of the proposal. Hence,
awards may not necessarily be made to the highest-scored applications. Unsuccessful
applicants will be notified that their application was not among those recommended for
funding. Unsuccessful applications submitted in hard copy will be kept on file in accordance
with NOAA records requirements and then destroyed. NOAA may select all, some, or none
of the applications, or part of any application, ask applicants to work together or combine
projects, defer applications to the future, or reallocate funds to different funding categories,
to the extent authorized. Applicants may be asked to modify objectives, work plans or
budgets, and provide supplemental information required by the agency prior to the award.
The exact amount of funds to be awarded, the final scope of activities, the project duration,
and specific NOAA cooperative involvement with the activities of each project will be
determined in pre-award negotiations among the applicant, the NOAA Grants Office, and
NOAA program staff.
D. Anticipated Announcement and Award Dates
Successful applicants will be notified in approximately September 2020. The anticipated
start date for cooperative agreement awards made under this competition is October 1, 2020,
regardless of the start date for a State’s annual CMP award. The start date is dependent on
funding availability, acceptable completion of all NOAA/applicant negotiations, including
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NEPA and environmental compliance analysis and permit requirements, and the provision of
other supporting documentation as requested.
Unsuccessful applicants will be notified by e-mail that their application was not
recommended for funding after the final section package has been approved by the NOAA
Grants Management Division, which is expected to be approximately September 2020.
Unsuccessful applications submitted to this competition will be retained for a period of up to
3 years and then destroyed.
When a decision has been made (whether an award or declination), anonymous copies of
mail merit review comments or summaries of panel deliberations, can be made available to
the applicant upon request.
VI. Award Administration Information
A. Award Notices
Applications recommended for funding by the Selecting Official will be forwarded to
the NOAA Grants Management Division (GMD) by the Program Office. The applicant will
be notified by the program office by e-mail that their application was recommended for
funding and remains under consideration. The applicant must be aware that the notification
by the program office is NOT an official award notice, and funding is not assured. Official
notification happens only when the applicant receives an award notice from the Grants
Officer electronically.
The official notice of award is the Standard Form CD-450, Financial Assistance Award,
issued by the NOAA Grants Officer electronically through NOAA’s grants management
system, Grants Online.
Risk Review: After applications are proposed for funding by the selecting official, the
Grants Office will perform administration reviews. These may include assessments of the
financial stability of an applicant and the quality of the applicant’s management systems,
history of performance, and the applicant’s ability to effectively implement statutory,
regulatory, or other requirements imposed on non-Federal entities. Special conditions that
address any risks determined to exist may be applied. Applicants may submit comments to
the Federal Awardee Performance and Integrity Information System (FAPIIS) about any
information included in the system about their organization for consideration by the
awarding agency. NOAA reserves the right to reject an application in its entirety where
information is uncovered that raises a significant risk with respect to the responsibility or
suitability of an applicant. The final approval of selected applications and issuance of awards
will be made by the NOAA Grants Officer.
In addition, award documents provided by NOAA may contain special award conditions
limiting the use of funds for activities that have outstanding environmental compliance
requirements and may lead to modification of the project’s scope of work. These special
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award conditions may also include other compliance requirements for the award and will be
applied on a case-by-case basis. Applicants are strongly encouraged to review award
documents carefully before accepting a Federal award to ensure they are fully aware of the
relevant terms that have been placed on the award.

B. Administrative and National Policy Requirements
1. Department of Commerce Pre-Award Notice Requirements
The Department of Commerce Pre-Award Notification Requirements for Grants and
Cooperative Agreements contained in the Federal Register Notice of December 30, 2014 (79
FR 78390), are applicable to this solicitation and may be accessed online at
http://go.usa.gov/cXC7A.
2. Uniform Administrative Requirements
The Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance) at 2 C.F.R. Part 200, adopted by the Department of
Commerce through 2 C.F.R. 1327.101, applies to awards in this program. Refer to
http://go.usa.gov/cXCJQ.
3. Terms and Conditions
The Department of Commerce Financial Assistance Standard Terms and Conditions will
apply to awards in this program. See https://go.usa.gov/xpaUP. These terms will be provided
in the award package in Grants Online. In addition, NOAA Administrative Terms at
https://go.usa.gov/xpaP2 will apply, and award documents provided by NOAA may contain
special award conditions, including those limiting the use of funds for compliance activities
such as outstanding environmental compliance requirements, which will be applied on a
case-by-case basis, and requirements for submitting progress reports.
4. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
See the NEPA information in Section IV.B. of this announcement. NOAA must analyze the
potential environmental impacts, as required by NEPA, for applicant projects or proposals
which are seeking NOAA federal funding opportunities. Detailed information on NOAA
compliance with NEPA can be found at the following NOAA NEPA website:
http://www.nepa.noaa.gov/, including our NOAA Administrative Order 216-6 for NEPA,
http://www.nepa.noaa.gov/NAO216_6.pdf, and the Council on Environmental Quality
implementation regulations, http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/NEPA-40CFR1500_1508.pdf.
Consequently, as part of an applicant's package, and under their description of their program
activities, applicants are required to provide detailed information on the activities to be
conducted, locations, sites, species and habitat to be affected, possible construction activities,
and any environmental concerns that may exist (e.g., the use and disposal of hazardous or
toxic chemicals, introduction of non- indigenous species, impacts to endangered and
threatened species, aquaculture projects, and impacts to coral reef systems). In addition to
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providing specific information that will serve as the basis for any required impact analyses,
applicants may also be requested to assist NOAA in drafting an environmental assessment, if
NOAA determines an assessment is required. Applicants will also be required to cooperate
with NOAA in identifying feasible measures to reduce or avoid any identified adverse
environmental impacts of their proposal. Failure to do so shall be grounds for not selecting
an application. In some cases if additional information is required after an application is
selected, funds can be withheld by the Grants Officer under a special award condition
requiring the recipient to submit additional environmental compliance information sufficient
to enable NOAA to make an assessment on any impacts that a project may have on the
environment.
5. Freedom of Information Act
Department of Commerce regulations implementing the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552, are found at 15 C.F.R. Part 4, Public Information. These
regulations set forth rules for the Department regarding making requested materials,
information, and records publicly available under the FOIA. Applications submitted in
response to this announcement may be subject to requests for release under the Act. In the
event that an application contains information or data that the applicant deems to be
confidential commercial information that should be exempt from disclosure under FOIA,
that information should be identified, bracketed, and marked as Privileged, Confidential,
Commercial or Financial Information. In accordance with 15 CFR § 4.9, the Department of
Commerce will protect from disclosure confidential business information contained in
financial assistance applications and other documentation provided by applicants to the
extent permitted by law.
6. Data Sharing Requirement
See the Data Sharing information in Section IV.B. of this announcement
7. Certifications Regarding Federal Felony and Federal Criminal Tax Convictions, Unpaid
Federal Tax Assessments and Delinquent Federal Tax Returns.
In accordance with Federal appropriations law, an authorized representative of the selected
applicant(s) may be required to provide certain pre-award certifications regarding federal
felony and federal criminal tax convictions, unpaid federal tax assessments, and delinquent
federal tax returns.
8. Limitation of Liability
Funding for programs listed in this notice is contingent upon the availability of continuing
Congressional appropriations. Applicants are hereby given notice that funds have not yet
been appropriated for the programs listed in this notice. NOAA or the Department of
Commerce are not responsible for direct costs of proposal preparation. Publication of this
announcement does not oblige NOAA to award any specific project or to obligate any
available funds.
NOAA reserves the right to halt activity under the award through enforcement procedures
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under 2 C.F.R. 200.338-.342, Remedies for Non-compliance, if the recipient is not fulfilling
the requirements of the project as outlined in the grant award. Non-compliance with a
federally approved project may result in termination of the award as described in 2 C.F.R.
200.339.
9. Coastal Zone Enhancement Program Requirements
The project must meet the CZMA Section 309 Program Guidance FY 2016-2020 published
in June 2014. The Guidance may be accessed online at
https://coast.noaa.gov/czm/media/Sect-309_Guidance_2016-2020.pdf
C. Reporting
Award recipients will be required to submit financial and performance (technical)
progress reports consistent with 2 C.F.R. 200.327-.329 and Department of Commerce
Standard Terms and Conditions electronically through NOAA’s electronic grants
management system, Grants Online. Performance reports must be submitted on a semiannual schedule no later than 30 days following the end of each 6-month period from the
start date of the award. Financial reports must be submitted every 6 months by the end of
April and October during the period of the award in accordance with the Department of
Commerce Financial Assistance Standard Terms and Conditions. NOAA will provide
instructions for submitting financial and progress reports upon request.
A comprehensive final report is due 90 days after the award expiration date, along with
copies of all products developed under the award. Copies of all materials (including but not
limited to brochures, posters, videos, DVDs, publications, reports, management plans, public
service announcements, workshop proceedings, etc.) produced through the award, along with
copies of any reports submitted by subcontractors as part of the award, must be provided to
the program office within 90 days of the end of the award. Except where limited by law,
regulation, policy, or security, recipients are requested to include a statement on the front
page of all products to indicate the material is: "Approved for public release; distribution is
unlimited." If the applicant has requested publication costs, resulting journal publications
must be made available to the public free of charge.
Successful applicants will be requested to ensure that all interim progress reports indicate
whether financial reports have been submitted to NOAA's Grants Management Division and
are up to date. In their final progress report, recipients will be asked to (a) clearly state the
resulting impact of their project and products in the coastal management community; and (b)
certify that: "Final financial reports have been submitted to NOAA's Grants Management
Division, and a final funding draw-down has been made through the Automated Standard
Application for Payments (ASAP)."
If equipment or tangible personal property is purchased with grant funds, applicants shall
submit an inventory in accordance with OMB guidance that Commerce adopted by
regulation at 2 C.F.R. 1327.101, which shall be incorporated under the award. The
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equipment requirements of the OMB Uniform Guidance are set out at 2 C.F.R. Part 200.313.
Recipients must inventory tangible property at least once every two years and at award
closeout. As necessary, SF-428 forms may be attached as an appendix to progress reports or
submitted directly to the NOAA program officer.
Recipients must submit reports at least annually and at award closeout on the status of real
property in which the federal government retains an interest, unless the federal interest in the
real property extends 15 years or more. As necessary, SF-429 forms may be attached as an
appendix to progress reports or submitted directly to the NOAA program officer.
The program office recommends that if the equipment is no longer needed, recipients are
encouraged to request disposition instructions for equipment approximately 150 days before
the project period ends to allow sufficient time to have equipment disposition requests
addressed before a project ends. Equipment disposition instructions typically require that
recipients complete a "Submit Additional Closeout Documentation" award action request in
Grants Online. NOAA will provide instructions for disposition in accordance with OMB
requirements.
The Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act, 31 U.S.C. 6101 Note, includes a
requirement for awardees of applicable Federal grants to report information about first-tier
subawards and executive compensation under Federal assistance awards issued in FY 2011
or later. All awardees of applicable grants and cooperative agreements are required to report
to the Federal Subaward Reporting System (FSRS) available at www.FSRS.gov on all
subawards over $25,000. See 2 C.F.R. Part 170 at http://go.usa.gov/xZZRV
VII. Agency Contacts
For administrative or technical questions regarding the announcement, contact the
competition manager: Elizabeth Mountz, NOAA’s Office for Coastal Management, 1305
East West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910, or by phone at 240-533-0819, or via email at
Elizabeth.Mountz@noaa.gov.

VIII. Other Information
Funds awarded cannot necessarily pay for all the costs that the recipient might incur in
the course of carrying out an award. Generally, costs that are allowable include salaries,
equipment and supplies, as long as these are "necessary and reasonable" specifically for the
purpose of the award. Allowable costs are determined by reference to the OMB Uniform
Guidance at 2 C.F.R. Part 200, codified by the Department of Commerce at 1327.101. All
cost reimbursement sub-awards (e.g. subgrants, subcontracts) are subject to those federal
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cost principles applicable to the particular type of organization concerned.
The applicant acknowledges and understands that information and data contained in
applications for financial assistance, as well as information and data contained in financial,
performance and other reports submitted by applicants, may be used by the Department of
Commerce in conducting reviews and evaluations of its financial assistance programs. For
this purpose, applicant information and data may be accessed, reviewed and evaluated by
Department of Commerce employees, other Federal employees, Federal agents and
contractors, and/or by non-Federal personnel, all of whom enter into appropriate conflicts of
interest and nondisclosure agreements covering the use of such information. As may be
provided in the terms and conditions of a specific financial assistance award, applicants are
expected to support program reviews and evaluations by submitting required financial and
performance information and data in an accurate and timely manner, and by cooperating
with Department of Commerce and external program evaluators. In accordance with 2
C.F.R. § 200.303(e), applicants are reminded that they must take reasonable measures to
safeguard protected personally identifiable information and other confidential or sensitive
personal or business information created or obtained in connection with a Department of
Commerce financial assistance award.

